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Xiao-Bing Hu and Wen-Hua Chen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Airports, especially busy hub airports, proved to be
the bottleneck resources in the air traffic control system. How
to carry out arrival scheduling and sequencing effectively and
efficiently is one of main concerns to improve the safety, capacity, and efficiency of the airports. This paper introduces the
concept of receding horizon control (RHC) to the problem of
arrival scheduling and sequencing in a dynamic environment. The
potential benefits RHC could bring in terms of airborne delay
and computational burden are investigated by means of Monte
Carlo simulations. It is pointed out that while achieving similar
performance as existing schemes, the new arrival scheduling and
sequencing scheme significantly reduces the computational burden
and provides potential for developing new optimization algorithms
for further reducing airborne delay.
Index Terms—Air traffic control, arrival scheduling and sequencing, first-come-first-served, position shifting, receding horizon control.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

NE of the main problems that air traffic control (ATC) has
to face nowadays is airborne delays caused by air traffic
congestion. To a certain extent, this is due to the traffic distribution that, owing to the requirements of transport users, is mainly
concentrated at large airports, particularly so-called busy hub
airports, where the management of the region around the airport, i.e., the terminal area (TMA), becomes critical. Air traffic
management in the TMA has two components: separation
assurance and traffic flow management. Separation assurance
is the function of providing safe separation between pairs of
aircraft. Traffic flow management, by contrast, manages groups
or aggregations of flights, seeking to balance the demand for
service with the available capacity. Arrival sequencing and
scheduling (ASS) is one of the standard problems in ATC. Simply speaking, ASS is the function of generating efficient landing sequences and landing times for arrivals at the airport such
that the safety separation between arrival aircraft is guaranteed,
the available capacity at the airport is efficiently used, and
airborne delays are significantly reduced [1], [17], [18], [21].
A simple way to perform ASS is to schedule arrival of the
aircraft in a first-come-first-served (FCFS) order based on a
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predicted landing time (PLT) at the runway. Although FCFS
scheduling establishes a fair order based on PLT, it ignores
much other useful information which may lead to efficiently
make use of the capacity of the airport, reduce airborne delays,
and/or improve the service to airlines. In [2], “delay exchange”
is introduced into ASS, where a fair method is proposed to accommodate an airline request for an earlier arrival by advancing
the landing time of one aircraft while simultaneously delaying
another aircraft from the same airline. In [3], individual airline
priorities among incoming flights are taken into account in
ASS, and the concept of “priority scheduling” is then defined
as the scheduling of a bank of arrival aircraft according to a
preferred order of arrival. The most widely accepted concept in
the practices of ASS is “position shifting” [4]–[11], [17]–[22],
which is based on two facts: first, safety regulations state
that any two coaltitudinal aircraft must maintain a “minimum
horizontal separation,” which is a function of the types and of
the relative positions of the two aircraft; second, the “landing
speed” of a type of aircraft is generally different from that of
another type of aircraft. As a consequence of the variability of
the above parameters, the landing time interval (LTI), which is
the minimum permissible time interval between two successive
landings, is a variable quantity. These differences in separation
are mandatory and recognized by federal regulations. By shifting the aircraft position, it is possible to significantly reduce
the airborne delay and increase the capacity of an airport. This
paper focuses on the problem of “position shifting”-based ASS.
There are a number of papers studying the problem of
“position shifting” ASS (for example, see [6]–[11], [17]–[22]).
Dear [6] presents an excellent investigation of the ASS. In particular, the author points out that, in order to determine the landing sequence, all aircraft in the system need to be considered.
This is denoted as the “static” version of the problem where
all aircraft are present at the same time in the holding stacks
and they can land at any time. In the “dynamic” version, the
author considers the composition of the aircraft mix to change
over time. The operational constraints on the rearrangement of
the sequence mentioned above are modeled by introducing the
notion of constrained position shifting (CPS). With respect to
this, the final position of an aircraft in the actuated sequence
cannot differ from the initial one by a specified parameter,
termed maximum position shifting. In [7] and [8], a dynamic
programming algorithm is developed for the static case that also
implements the CPS concept, with the objective of minimizing
the total time required to land a set of aircraft having the same
PLT. The sequencing problem is recognized to have a structure
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Fig. 1.

A set of aircrafts waiting for landing.

similar to the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Under this
structure, grouping aircraft by weight class and considering that
the number of different classes is fixed, it is possible to show
that the algorithm runs in polynomial time. In [11], referring
to the same optimization criterion, a combinatorial approach is
proposed that, for selecting the aircraft to land next, takes into
account not only the weight class but also the preferred landing
time of the individual aircraft with the same optimization criterion. In [10], for the static case, the ASS problem is modeled
as a cumulative TSP with ready times and two lower bounds
are proposed for testing heuristic solutions. For the dynamic
case, where only limited knowledge of the arrivals is assumed,
a set of constraints are added to the basic model to allow the
controller to maintain given patterns of the landing sequences
previously generated. Beasley et al. [19] report a population
heuristic algorithm for static ASS problem. Based on the result
of [19], the dynamic case is investigated in [20] by introducing
displacement function, which is used to explicitly link each
new decision back to the previous decisions. Fuzzy theory is
attempted in [22], where experts’ knowledge of the ASS problem is used to form the core of fuzzy reasoning mechanism. In
[9], three models and corresponding algorithms are developed
for the Boston Logan Airport terminal airspace to expedite the
landing of incoming aircraft. The paper reports results on real
airflow data sets for the Logan Airport which show that better
sequencing can reduce delays by 30% in some instances.
Most of the papers above mainly focus on developing effective static algorithms to solve the problem of position shiftingbased ASS. Although the dynamic case is also discussed in [7],
[8], and [10], the proposed dynamic algorithms are just simple
extensions of the associated main static results by introducing
some constraints. In the real world of ATC, ASS is always
carried out in a dynamic environment. Therefore, modeling and
developing algorithms directly based on the dynamic feature
of the ASS problem could bring advantages. In [17], [18], [20],
and [21], a common methodology based on freeze horizon,
influence horizon, optimization interval, or similar concepts is
adopted to attack the ASS problem in a dynamic fashion. However, most attention is still paid to the online optimizer, and little
insight is provided about how to design methodology-related
parameters or what are the influences of these parameters on
performance and robustness. In this paper, the concept of receding horizon control (RHC) is introduced to study the dynamic

ASS problem. Besides online optimizer, the RHC-related parameters such as the length of receding horizon and operating
interval are variables to be chosen. How to choose them and
what are their influences on the overall performance, rather
than the development of online optimizer, are the focuses of
this paper.
Simply speaking, RHC is an N-step-ahead online optimization strategy. At each time interval, based on current available
information, RHC optimizes the concerned problem for the next
N intervals in the near future, but only the part of solution corresponding to current interval is implemented. At the next interval, RHC repeats the same optimizing procedure for another N
intervals in the near future based on updated information. RHC
has now been widely accepted in the area of control engineering
and proved to be very successful regarding its many advantages
against other control strategies [12]. Recently, attentions have
been paid to applications of RHC to areas like management and
operations research. For example, theoretical research work on
how to apply RHC (also known as model predictive control)
to a certain class of discrete event systems was presented in
[13] and [14], and many practical implementations of RHC
in the area of commercial planning and marketing were reported in [15]. However, as mentioned in [16], research work
on applying RHC to areas other than control engineering is
just beginning. This paper fully investigates the way and the
result of introducing the concept of RHC into the problem of
position-shifting-based ASS at a busy hub airport. The main
objective of the paper is to investigate any potential benefit with
respect to airborne delay and online computational burden by
applying RHC in online sequencing and scheduling the arrival
traffic flow at the airport in a dynamic environment. Section II
describes the details of the problem of arrival scheduling and
sequencing, and then an RHC algorithm to solve this problem
is presented in Section III. Results of Monte Carlo simulations
are given and discussed in Section IV. The paper ends with
conclusions in Section V.
II. T HE P ROBLEM OF A RRIVAL S CHEDULING
AND S EQUENCING
A set of aircraft is supposed to land at the same runway of
an airport during a period of time of interest, as illustrated by
Fig. 1. Assume that the number of the aircraft of concern is NAC
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Fig. 2. FCFS landing sequence and position shifting.
TABLE I
MINIMUM LANDING TIME INTERVALS [10]

and the period of time is Trange minutes long. Then NAC and
Trange can be used to estimate the degree of congestion at the
runway of the airport. For the ith aircraft AC(i) in the original
sequence i = 1, . . . , NAC , there is a PLT at the runway denoted
as tPLT (i). Based on this set of PLTs, i.e., tPLT (i), i = 1, . . . , NAC ,
an FCFS landing sequence can be directly worked out with
respect to safety regulations.
As mentioned in Section I, the safety separation, i.e., minimum LTI, between a pair of successive aircraft is a function
of the type and of the relative positions of the two aircraft.
For the sake of simplicity, such as [10], aircraft waiting to
land are classified into a relatively small number of distinct
categories, according to speed, capacity, weight, and other technical characteristics. Table I shows the minimum LTIs relative
to main categories of commercial aircraft. In particular, four
categories are considered: category number 1 identifies Boeing
747 (B747), category number 2 corresponds to Boeing 727
(B727), category number 3 identifies Boeing 707 (B707), and
finally category number 4 corresponds to Mc Donnel Douglas
DC9 (DC9).
It is evident that the LTIs in Table I are asymmetric. For example, a minimum LTI of 200 s is required for a B727 to follow

a B747, while a minimum LTI of only 72 s needs to be satisfied
for the same pair of aircraft in reverse order. By taking advantage of the asymmetries of the LTIs, in other words by shifting
positions of aircraft in an FCFS landing sequence, it is possible
to reduce delays and to improve the capacity of the airport. The
potential benefits resulting from position shifting, considering
airborne delay, are illustrated in Fig. 2 in an intuitive way.
Suppose by using a certain algorithm to shift positions based
on an FCFS landing sequence, a new landing sequence, position
shifting (PS) landing sequence, is worked out, where the ith
aircraft in the original landing sequence is given an allocated
landing time (ALT), denoted as tALT (i), i = 1, . . . , NAC . Then
the goal of the algorithm for shifting position is usually to
minimize the total airborne delay of the PS landing sequence
Tdelay , which is defined as
Tdelay =

NAC


[tALT (i) − tPLT (i)] .

(1)

i=1

Instead of Tdelay , sometimes the length of the PS landing
sequence Tlength that is calculated as
Tlength = max [tALT (1), · · · , tALT (NAC )]

− min [tALT (1), · · · , tALT (NAC )]

(2)

is adopted as the index for optimization. The index Tdelay
emphasizes the operating cost of airlines, while the index
Tlength focuses on the capacity of the airport. In many cases, a
minimum Tdelay occurs simultaneously with a minimum Tlength .
However this does not mean they are equivalent. Due to the
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Fig. 3.

Flow charts of RHC algorithm (left) and online optimizer (right).

space limit, the proposed RHC algorithm in this paper will be
described only based on the index Tdelay .
No matter which index, Tdelay or Tlength , is chosen for optimization, the corresponding minimization problem is proved
to be a NP complete problem [10]. As the number of aircraft
of concern, i.e., NAC , goes up, the computational burden for
optimization will significantly increase. To further reduce airborne delay and improve airport capacity, the aircraft could be
classified into more than four instinct categories, which means
the optimization will be based on more complicated tables of
minimum LTIs. Consequently, the computational efficiency of
position shifting ASS is even more challenging.
If the landing sequence only needs to be optimized offline,
then the computational burden might be manageable. This
is the case when the arrival flow is managed in the offline
planning phase, which is generally carried out based on predicted information 1 or 2 days before the arrival flow actually
happens. Unfortunately, in real world, air traffic goes on in
a dynamic environment and there exist many uncertainties in
the arrival flow at the airport. Therefore, the offline plan is
not enough and the arrival flow should be resequenced and
rescheduled on the ground of updated information in realtime. As indicated in [17], one of the two technical challenges in ATM is the development of real-time scheduler. In
this case, the computational burden for optimization is vital
to any candidate algorithm. Besides, how to provide a robust performance in a dynamic ATC environment is another
important issue. In other words, because of uncertainties on
arrival flow and changes of environment and infrastructure
such as weather, a good algorithm proposed to attack the
ASS problem should consider not only making the most of
updated information but also filtering out unnecessary/lowvaluable information.

III. RHC A LGORITHM
RHC has proved to be a very effective online optimization
strategy in the area of control engineering [12]. It is easy for
RHC to handle complex dynamic systems with various constraints. It also naturally exhibits promising robust performance
against uncertainties since the online updated information can
be sufficiently used to improve the decision. In this framework,
decision is made by looking ahead for N steps in terms of a
given cost/criterion, and the decision is only implemented by
one step. Then the implementation result is checked, and a new
decision is made by taking into account of updated information
and looking ahead for another N steps.
Before the proposed RHC algorithm for solving the ASS
problem is described, some notations are introduced. TOI is
the length of an operating interval. N is the length of receding
horizon, i.e., the receding horizon has N operating intervals.
NAC (k) denotes the number of aircraft in the original predicted
landing sequence at the kth operating interval. tPLT (i|k) and
tALT (i|k) stand for the PLT and actual landing time of the ith aircraft in original predicted landing sequence at the kth operating
interval, respectively, where i = 1, . . . , NAC (k). T0 (k) denotes
the beginning time of the receding horizon at the kth operating
interval. MAC (k) is the number of those aircraft whose PLTs are
not larger than T0 (k) + NTOI at the kth operating interval. In
other words, the first MAC (k)th aircraft in the original predicted
landing sequence at the kth operating interval is predicted to
land no later than T0 (k) + NTOI .
The ASS scheme developed based on the RHC concept is
described as follows with the flow chart given in Fig. 3:
Step 1) Suppose that an offline planned landing sequence
is available. Set T0 (0) as the ALT of the first aircraft in the offline planned landing sequence. Set
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N and TOI according to each individual airport.
Let k = 0.
Step 2) During the kth operating interval, those aircraft
with tALT (i|k) ≤ T0 (k) + TOI are cleared to land at
the runway according to the optimized ALTs, i.e.,
implement the previously scheduled sequence for
the kth operating interval. Meanwhile, collect updated information of the original predicted landing sequence at the (k + 1)th operating interval,
let T0 (k + 1) = T0 (k) + TOI , and calculate MAC (k +
1). For those aircraft with tALT (i|k) > T0 (k) + TOI ,
their PLTs updated at the (k + 1)th operating interval could be different from their PLTs collected at
the kth operating interval due to uncertainties in the
ATC environment.
Step 3) Solve the following minimization problem by shifting position and rescheduling aircraft
min
tALT (1|k+1),···,tALT [MAC (k+1)|k+1]

MAC
(k+1)



tALT (i|k + 1)

i=1


− tPLT (i|k + 1)

(3)

subject to the minimum LTIs given in Table I and
ACLL (k), which stands for the last aircraft to be
cleared to land during the kth operating interval.
Step 4) Remove those aircraft with tALT (i|k + 1) ≤ T0 (k +
1) + TOI from the original predicted landing sequence and sum up their airborne delay as
 
tALT (i|k + 1)
tdelay (k + 1) =
i∈Θ(k+1)


− tPLT (i|k + 1)

(4)

where Θ(k + 1) is the set of serial numbers of those
aircraft with tALT (i|k + 1) ≤ T0 (k + 1) + TOI .
Step 5) Let k = k + 1. If MAC (k) = NAC (k) and there is no
aircraft with tALT (i|k) > T0 (k) + TOI , implement the
scheduled sequence and go to Step 6. Otherwise, go
to Step 2.
Step 6) Calculate the total airborne delay of the actual PS
landing sequence as
Tdelay =

k


tdelay (i).

(5)

i=1

Remark 1: There are many existing algorithms that can be
modified and used as online optimizer to solve the minimization
problem (3) (for example, see [10], [19], and [22]). Those algorithms are different in terms of computational efficiency and
optimality. All those existing optimization algorithms for ASS
can be embedded in the above scheduling procedure developed
based on the RHC concept. Since the receding horizon with a
length of N is much shorter than the whole operation period,
as illustrated by the examples in Section IV, the computational
burden can be significantly reduced. In this paper, the online
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optimizer is based on the algorithm presented in [10] and
described as follows:
Step 1) Let S1 (k + 1) = {[AC(1|k + 1), tALT (1|k + 1)]}
denote the initial feasible sequence, U(k + 1) =
[AC(2|k + 1), . . . , AC(MAC |k + 1)] denote the set
of aircraft waiting to be inserted in S1 (k + 1), and
set n = 1.
Step 2) While U(k + 1) = Φ, i.e., U(k + 1) is not empty, do
Step 2.1) Select an aircraft AC(i|k + 1) ∈ U(k + 1)
such that it can be inserted in the sequence
related to Sn (k + 1) at the lowest increase
of airborne delay; let h be the relative
insertion position;
Step 2.2) Insert [AC(i|k + 1), tALT (i|k + 1)] at position h in the sequence related to
Sn (k + 1), update the ALTs of other aircraft in Sn (k + 1), and let Sn+1 (k + 1) be
the new feasible schedule related to the
new sequence;
Step 2.3) Let U(k + 1) = U(k + 1) − [AC(i|k + 1)],
i.e., remove the aircraft AC(i|k + 1) from
U(k + 1), and n = n + 1.
Fig. 3 also gives the flow chart of the above optimizer for
solving the minimization problem (3).
Remark 2: The receding horizon is the key technique to
enable the algorithm to be not only computationally efficient
but also robust in dynamic and uncertain environment. As
illustrated in Fig. 4, the receding horizon can be considered
as an optimization window sliding along the time axis. At the
(k − 1)th operating interval, the optimization window is composed of the kth to the (k + N − 1)th operating interval. Those
aircraft with PLTs within the optimization window are chosen
to be sequenced and scheduled at the (k − 1)th operating interval. The first operating interval in the optimization window can
be considered as a frozen window at the kth operating interval.
When the optimized PS landing sequence is worked out, those
aircraft with ALTs within the frozen window will be cleared
to land at the runway. Then, at the kth operating interval, the
optimization window recedes into the future by TOI , a new
set of aircraft waiting to land are considered, and the online
optimization is repeated.
The successful design of the RHC algorithm depends on a
proper choice of the length of receding horizon N. If N is
too small, many useful information could be missed out, and
therefore the RHC algorithm could be too shortsighted and
exhibit poor performance. On the other hand, if N is too large,
the computational burden will become heavy, and in addition,
more information in the far future, which might not be very
accurate or contain uncertainties, is used and could degrade the
performance of the algorithm.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A simulation system is set up based on [10] and then
modified to randomly generate arrival flow at the airport with
a certain degree of uncertainty. There are two arrival flows:
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Fig. 4.

Receding horizon/optimization window and frozen window.

predicted arrival flow (PAF) and actual arrival flow (AAF).
The number of aircraft in a PAF is considered to be 60. The
simulation system randomly allocates PLT for each individual
aircraft in a PAF. All PLTs are within a specified time range
[T0 , T0 + Trange ], where Trange is a system parameter to adjust
the degree of congestion at the airport. Based on a PAF, the
simulation system continues to generate the associated AAF
by introducing uncertainties randomly, where each aircraft may
have another PLT different from that in the PAF, some aircraft
may be cancelled, and some new aircraft may appear. Another
two system parameters are used to set the level of uncertainties:
P1 , the percentage of aircraft that have different PLTs in an
AAF from those in the associated PAF, and P2 , the percentage
of aircraft that are cancelled or new in the AAF. It is not the
PAF but the AAF that turns up at the airport. Based on a
PAF, the proposed RHC algorithm and a dynamic optimization
algorithm (DOA), which employs the same online optimizer
as in the RHC algorithm but optimizes the whole arrival flow,
i.e., from current instant to the end of the planning, are used
to schedule and sequence the arrival flow and each individual
aircraft is given an ALT to land at the runway. Then, these ALTs
are applied to the associated AAF. It will be no surprise that
these ALTs worked out by the RHC or the DOA based on the
PAF at each step probably do not work very well or are even
infeasible for the corresponding AAF.
To fully investigate the performance of the proposed RHC
algorithm, 12 simulation cases with different degrees of congestion and different levels of uncertainties are defined in
Table II. Cases 1 to 3 are the cases where PAFs are the same as
AAFs, i.e., P1 = 0 and P2 = 0, which imply that there are no
uncertainties. Cases 4 to 12 are uncertain cases where AAFs are
different from PAFs, with P1 and P2 indicating different levels
of uncertainties. For each case, the simulation system randomly
generates 100 pairs of PAFs and AAFs for the purpose of Monte
Carlo simulations. In the simulation, the operating interval TOI
is set as 5 min, and in each of the 12 cases, the RHC is
tested with seven different lengths of predictive horizon, i.e.,
N = 1, . . . , 7.

TABLE II
SIMULATION CASES (60 AIRCRAFTS IN THE ARRIVAL FLOW)

Table III gives the result of a single test in Case 1 under
both the DOA and the RHC to illustrate how they schedule
and sequence arrival traffic flow. Due to space limit, in this
test the number of aircraft in the arrival flow is reduced from
60 to 30 and Trange changes to 25 min accordingly, so that
the degree of congestion is the same as defined in Case 1. No
conclusions on the performances of the DOA and the RHC can
be made from Table III until Monte Carlo simulation results,
which are presented in Figs. 5–7, are analyzed. Each curve in
these three figures stands for the mean airborne delay of a single
aircraft and the mean online computational time (OCT) of a
single run of online optimization over the length of receding
horizon, i.e., N, in a certain case. For N = 1 to 7, the simulation
is conducted under the RHC with a receding horizon of NTOI
minutes long; while for N = “DOA,” the simulation is under the
DOA. Figs. 5–7 are related to different degrees of congestion at
the airport, respectively. Four line and point styles are used to
distinguish different levels of uncertainties.
From the Monte Carlo simulation results shown in Figs. 5–7,
some interesting observations can be made as follows on the
nature of the ASS problem and the performance of the DOA
and the RHC:
• It is evident that the degree of congestion at the airport is a
key factor that results in airborne delays. More congested,
more delays, no matter which method, the RHC or the
DOA, is used. In Fig. 5, the most congested case, the
average airborne delay is about 1200 s for each aircraft,
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TABLE III
RESULT OF A SINGLE TEST

Fig. 5. Monte Carlo simulation results, Trange = 50 min.

while in Fig. 6, it is about 270 s, and in Fig. 7, the least
congested case, it is about 90 s.
• Regarding the performance in terms of airborne delay,
generally speaking, the new procedure based on RHC
achieves the same performance as or better than the DOA.
How much improvement the RHC could bring depends
on the degree of congestion at the airport, the level of
uncertainties, and the receding horizon. It should be noted
that since the ASS is an NP complete problem and the opti-

mization method adopted in this paper is a semisearching
method, only local minimum is attained and the degree
of optimality the optimizer can achieve depends on many
factors such as the size of solution space and the nature
of the optimization. This obviously has influence on the
performance of the ASS algorithms. The same optimizer
is employed for the DOA and the RHC developed in this
paper. The airborne delays in Figs. 5–7 are obtained by
taking the average of over 100 Monte Carlo simulations.
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Fig. 6.

Monte Carlo simulation results, Trange = 100 min.

Fig. 7.

Monte Carlo simulation results, Trange = 150 min.

• The influence of the length of receding horizon, i.e.,
N, is an important parameter in the RHC. In general, a
small receding horizon leads to shortsighted behavior and,
consequently, poor performance. However, if the receding
horizon is too long, the information in the far future
that may contain uncertain or inaccurate information is
included in the online optimization, and the computational
burden is also significantly increased. Figs. 5–7 indicate
that the receding horizon with a length of one or two is
enough for the ASS. After that, increasing the receding
horizon does not significantly increase the performance.
This implies that for ASS, one or two receding horizons
are sufficient and it is not necessary to solve the ASS
problem using existing DOAs as advocated in [7], [8],
[10], and [11].
• As expected, in general, the computational time increases
with the length of the receding horizon and the DOA
takes much more time than all the schemes based on the
RHC. When the receding horizon with a length of one
or two is employed, the computational time of the new
algorithm is only a fraction of that of the existing dynamic
optimization approach. Furthermore, the maximum online

computational time under the DOA is observed to be over
100 s, while for most RHC schemes (except those with
receding horizon longer than three operating intervals in
Fig. 5) it is just under 10 s. In the above Monte Carlo
simulation, the number of aircraft in arrival flow is just 60,
and only four categories of aircraft are used to define LTIs,
as given in Table I. It is expectable that the advantage of
the RHC against the DOA, regarding real-time properties,
will become more significant when more aircraft and
more categories are considered. On the other hand, the
high efficiency of the RHC potentially enables some optimization algorithms that have prohibitive computational
burdens for current DOAs, such as exhaustive searching
algorithm, be integrated as online optimizer for real-time
implementations to further improve performance.
V. C ONCLUSION
The concept of RHC is introduced in this paper to solve
the problem of arrival scheduling and sequencing at a busy
hub airport. The performance of the proposed new real-time
arrival scheduling and sequencing method is investigated under
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different degrees of congestion, different levels of uncertainties,
and using different receding horizons for optimization. The results indicate that the new method with a short receding horizon
can achieve similar (or better) performance in terms of airborne
delay as a DOA that takes into account the whole planning time
period. In general, it was found that for the arrival scheduling
and sequencing problem, receding horizon with a length of one
or two in the RHC-based approach is enough. This significantly
reduces computational burden and thus optimization time, and
enables to provide decision making support for ASS under
dynamic and uncertain ATC environments. Furthermore, since
the ASS problem is an NP complete optimization, it is difficult
to obtain the global optimum. By significantly reducing the time
period for optimization using the RHC concept, the solution
space is dramatically reduced. This gives the potential to reduce
airborne delay and improve computational efficiency. Some
optimization methods such as exhaustive searching might be
impossible for the whole ASS planning time period but might
be possible in the receding horizon fashion with a length of one
or two.
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